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New Cafe Opening!
A Cafe is opening at the corner of Ghost and Pumpkin St. called The Witch's Brew. It is planning on opening on
October 31, 2020. The owner of the cafe is unknown but the workers say that she is best coffee maker in the
whole city and and that she has great plans for this cafe.

Is this Real?

"On October 1st," neighbors claim, "A strange vehicle arrived at a two story house marked as sold, at the corner
of Ghost and Pumpkin St. Within the next couple of days there was trucks and bulldozers knocking the house
down."

Within the next few weeks, what once was a house was now a stunning cafe with beauiful lights and old stone
brick and a stained wood theme. "It's not like your typical cafe, It has so many things that other cafes don't. You
could tell just by looking at it." a neighbor explains. The workers of the cafe let us in to take a look at the
marvelous place but taking pictures was prohibited and we were told if there was any picture taking or
recording we would be banded from the cafe. We also received a sneek peek at the menu.
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After a few days of constant requests our reporters were finally able to meet the owner of this new cafe but we
told that no video taping or picture taking were allowed. Our reporter asked her many questions, why she wanted
to build a cafe in the middle of a neighborhood, "Well, I think I wanted to share my talent with the world. I was
told back in Pennsylvania that my cooking was marvelous. so I moved here and decided to open a cafe." There
were also concerns from pedestrians about the owners age. They said the woman seem to be more than a
hundred years old even though it's almost an impossible age to reach and still be able to cook well. She seems
able to do these things. Many people are excited for the new cafe and others prefer cafes stay out of the
neighborhood. Other than that the cafe has hope to succeed.


